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have invariably I think agreed to selections so made. (Since writing this sentence they have disagreed in one case owing to very special circumstances.) I thank the system, has worked very satisfactorily and to the satisfaction of the Departments concerned. What of course is essential is that the impartiality of the Selection Committee should be recognised.
Recruitment by Promotion.
73.	Promotion largely turns on the relative claims
of seniority and merit.    Seniority ought in fact to be
of no importance because the question of seniority
only becomes of importance on the occasion  of  a
promotion.    In the vast majority of cases, however,
it  has   been   definitely  ruled  that promotion   is   a
matter of selection and that while experience  is  a
factor in selections seniority as such has no place.
When controversies as to seniority arise the Secretary
of State is apt to tell the parties that seniority does
not matter because promotion is made by merit.
 74.	Promotion ought to be made by merit but in
fact it is not.    Whatever Secretaries of State may say
everybody in India knows that Governments prefer
to protect themselves from criticism, from harassing
complaints and from charges of partiality, and that
the easiest method of doing this is to promote by
seniority and not by merit, merely weeding out the
obviously unsuitable.
 75.	I think it is impossible to eradicate this ten
dency of Government, which is due in part to  con
ditions which are specially Indian:   but a further
complication is introduced into the matter by the
fact  that   the  seniority   which   Governments    take
into account  is  not  real seniority but a  seniority
based on rules which they have made and which are
often quite absurdly wrong.    Hence arise the most
devastating  controversies  raging  over many  years
and absorbing the energies of the most highly placed
officials both in the Central and Local Governments,
first as to the terms of the rule before it is made and
subsequently as to its amendment after it is made.
We get then the situation first that Governments
are guided solely by so-called seniority, when under
the   rules   seniority   as   such   should  not   be taken
into account at all;   secondly they are guided solely
by rules of seniority which are patently wrong; and
thirdly in consequence of the first two propositions
they prefer A to B in pursuance of the rule of seniority,
when it is manifest that on any reasonable *«+**-
 may become pos: 'vely dangerous if only 45 per cent. of the service are  .* good quality.
I entertain littlt doubt that, in the specialist and technical departments the rule of seniority does untold harm. It frequently makes it necessary for a man in his own pecuniary interests to leave work in which he is doing immense service to India to take up work higher in order of seniority for which he has neither inclination or special capacity. This, however, is only one of the many examples of the defective organisation of specialist and technical work in this country.
79. The Public Service Commission are mainly concerned with promotion into an All-India Service or a Central Service (Class I) and even here their powers are very limited.
I have dealt with recruitment by promotion in paragraph 15 (/) of this Memorandum.
Generally speaking, the experience of the Public Service Commission as to promotion is not unfavourable. The best way of choosing candidates for a service is to "try them, and promotion from an inferior service ought to afford a good method of getting efficient candidates for the superior service. In England it is not easy to resort to this method to any great extent because there is a clear line of division between the superior and inferior service represented by a different education. It is a difference of kind and not of degree and it is not often feasible to make promotion from one class to the other.
In India no such clear line of division exists. As is pointed out elsewhere it is largely an accident whether a particular recruit is in the superior or inferior service : and so far as academic attainments form a test the recruit in the inferior service is only separated by a few marks from and may actually be better than the recruit to the superior service. The conditions for promotion are thus ideal and the really promising youth in the inferior service ought to be promoted as soon as possible to the superior.
80. Unfortunately in India the service feeling both of the superior and inferior service is against promotion by merit from one service to another. The superior service which has entered that service by a recognised avenue dislikes the idea of any one entering by any other avenue, and promotions of this kind cause difficulties as to status and salary. On the other hand the older man in the provincial service is unwilling that the promising junior should be promoted over his head. The result is that the promis-
 
a better man.
 76	These perpetual disputes are as far as I Know
peculiar to India.    In England to the best of my
belief if A and B had a dispute as to their respective
seniorities and referred the matter to the Head of
their Department, the Head would tell them to go
away and do the work which they were paid to do.
On the basis of that work and on no other basis he
would decide when the time came which of them to
promote.    In other words he would refuse to decide
a dispute which, however interesting to the  com
batants, was of no interest to Government.
 77	I can only suggest that the same rule should
be applied to India.    Let all the facts of an officer's
career be  properly recorded:    and  on  those   facts
when the question of promotion arose it could   oe
decided which officer was deserving Qf promotion.
This would not prevent (and I think nothing can
prevent) an officefbeing promoted mamly on grounds
of seniority.   It would at least prevent an officer; being
promoted on the ground of a seniority which did not
exist and which rested  m a rule which was absurd.
78	It is very hard to come to a conclusion whether
as  regards  the general  executive  service  the  evil
whichTsdone bytoo slavish adherence ^ the Pgg
wSrwosu^^^
be much affected by «.i*w«a conditions,    it »» per
senforrty^cSTlitbl^harm.    Promotion by seniority
 and are beginning to think that the time has arrived when they may rest on their oars. I doubt whether these persons greatly strengthen the superior service. In most superior services Government have issued orders that a certain proportion of the posts should be filled by promotion. In the I.C.S. the proportion to to be,20 per cent. When this proportion is attained it will scarcely be possible for Government to adhere to their present practice of promoting men of advanced service who have done their best work and some of the places must go to the juniors.
The situation is -really becoming chaotic. The
distinction between a superior service and an inferior
fespecially such a wide distinction as exists m ^^J
can only be justified so long as the personnel of t&e
v* J- •	* "- superior to that of the other.
jlocax. public servicb >««.*—.	,,~,_.
I   The Report of the Royal Commission on W. __.ir r^-T cL™™^ brought into prominence the * a Public Service Commission,
all Local GowEsronaeats on the __inM»ts of Madras and Burma wlSis tetter «o«awlatei proposals for
local jmbfic service	•	     "-
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